FTE automotive’s Mexican catalog in development
FTE wants to make it easier for customers in
Mexico to obtain critical aftermarket parts.
A key part of this goal rests in a soon-to-bereleased, comprehensive catalog featuring
FTE automotive clutch hydraulic parts and
applications specific to the Mexican market.
Although FTE has been an active supplier
of automotive parts in Mexico for nearly two
decades, the explosion of vehicle owner
ship in Mexico in recent years has created
an ever-increasing demand for quality
aftermarket parts. For example, in 1999
Mexico had roughly 13 million vehicles in
circulation – today that number has
grown to nearly 30 million! Significantly,
the majority of these vehicles are more than

five years old, signaling a coming boom in
the automotive aftermarket.
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Determining what vehicles are on the road
in Mexico is crucial to developing a comprehensive catalog. While rural drivers typically
purchase large SUVs and trucks imported from
the U.S., in urban areas such as Mexico City
most drivers prefer European-style subcompacts, many of which are unique to Mexico.
In addition, Mexico purchases a large
volume of used vehicles from other countries.

EcoCAR 3
REDESIGN OF
CHEVROLET CAMARO

As the leading OE manufacturer of clutch
hydraulics in the world, FTE automotive
produces thousands of parts for more
vehicles than any other aftermarket supplier.
If you’ve never heard of the Volkswagen
Polo, Seat Leon, or Ford Icon, FTE has you
covered. We produce parts for these and
hundreds of lesser known vehicles every day,
all of which will be readily available through
FTE’s Mexican catalog.
If you have business in the Mexico aftermarket, be sure to check out our Mexican
catalog, available in 2016.
To be notified once the catalog is complete,
call 1-855-482-5098 to be added to our list,
or email us at support.usa@fte.de.
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FTE – YOUR PARTNER FOR GROWTH IN AFTERMARKET SALES

High-performance aftermarket to get new clutch hydraulics
Muscle-car enthusiasts have a legendary appetite for the latest high-performance aftermarket products, and they won’t
be disappointed with FTE’s line up of new clutch hydraulics launching next year.
Scheduled for 2016 distribution are Clutch Master Cylinder (CMC) and Concentric Slave Cylinder
(CSC) applications – as well as several pre-filled kits – for vehicles including the 2014 Corvette,
2015 Camaro, 2015 Hellcat, 2015 Mustang and Shelby cars, and the Polaris Slingshot.

CTI Symposium showcases FTE
advances in pump technology

As is the case with most FTE automotive products, our clutch hydraulics were developed to OEM
specifications before making their debut in the aftermarket. For example, our CSC has been in
production since 1984 but got its high-performance makeover in 2009. That’s when FTE collaborated with GM to build a system that could handle the engine speeds of a Camaro, the load of
a mid-sized truck, AND the feel of a Cadillac. Today, FTE provides similar high-performance CSCs
on vehicles such as the Cadillac ATS, Chevrolet Colorado, GMC Canyon, Corvette, and most
recently the 2016 Camaro. Distribution to aftermarket customers is set to launch soon.

Automotive manufacturers and suppliers from around the globe
gathered to showcase innovations and discuss the latest technical
developments and applications in transmissions at the 9th International CTI Symposium, held in May 2015 in Novi, Michigan.

FTE supports EcoCAR 3 with
clutch actuator technology
The national inter-collegiate competition EcoCAR began its third
challenge in 2015, and FTE automotive is providing support with
a donation of actuators to two university teams competing in the
four-year challenge. Students will incorporate the actuators in their
re-engineering of a 2016 Chevrolet Camaro with the objective
of reducing environmental impact while maintaining the iconic
body design, muscle and high-performance characteristics of
the car. With its controlled piston technology – which provides
reductions in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions while
maximizing performance – the FTE actuators will be a valuable
asset to the two teams.
Begun in 2008, EcoCAR 3 is the latest Advanced Vehicle
Technology competition, sponsored by the U.S. Dept. of Energy
and General Motors, in which 16 competing North American
university teams experience a real-world vehicle development and
launch process. The challenge helps pave the way for participants
to become the next generation of automotive engineers.
To learn more, visit: www.ecocar3.org

Also in development is a line of robust bearings, built to sustain higher temperatures than
standard bearings, and featuring an additional seal able to retain more grease to withstand the
extra demands of muscle-car operation that often falls “outside the normal operational zone.”

A central topic was the upcoming U.S. CAFÉ regulations calling
for further reductions in CO2 emissions of auto manufacturers’
fleets. Top transmission engineers and experts shared new
developments and strategies for conventional and alternate drives
that will reduce emissions and fuel consumption with no loss of
comfort or safety.
In a presentation on “Cost effective on-demand oil pumps for
transmission applications,” FTE Engineering Manager Rainer
Leuschke outlined FTE’s advances in pump technology in products
such as the EP20 Dry Sump Lubrication Pump, a finalist in the
2016 Automotive News PACE Awards.

About FTE automotive
The FTE automotive Group is your competent partner in
the sector of development and production of drive train
and brake system applications for the automotive industry.
The company is located in all major continents and is one of
the leading OE-suppliers for passenger cars and commercial
vehicles worldwide.
FTE AUTOMOTIVE USA INC.
4000 PINNACLE COURT | AUBURN HILLS, MI 48326-1754 USA
WWW.FTE-AUTOMOTIVE.COM
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Remanufactured Brakes

SMART AND SUSTAINABLE
FTE is firmly committed to sustainability in
our design and manufacturing solutions
because we recognize that the earth’s
raw materials are a limited resource.
As one of the leading global OEMs and
producers of hydraulic brake and clutch
components, we are continually exploring
a variety of sustainability measures.
Renewal rather than replacement is one
such measure. A successful outcome of
this idea to “renew rather than replace”
is FTE’s remanufactured brake caliper,
which showcases how a remanufactured
part can be an outstanding alternative
to a new part. To learn more, visit us at
Booth 4450 at AAPEX 2015.

Pre-filled systems offer cost-savings, easy assembly, easy service
FTE is also adding to its portfolio of pre-filled clutch hydraulic systems for the aftermarket. These
systems ship completely filled, tested and ready to install. No fill or bleed is required, so assembly
is fast and easy. In fact, installation time is typically an hour less than other systems and can be
completed, start to finish, by one person.
Ease-of-installation is not the only benefit. Pre-filled units also insure proper lubricity and fluid
compatibility for optimal performance, and the closed system protects parts and fluid from
loss, damage or contamination. Further, the precision couplings have proven holding power far
superior to other products on the market. With more aftermarket systems under development,
FTE’s current pre-filled hydraulic product line includes Pre-filled Clutch Hydraulics, Pre-filled
Concentric Slave Cylinders, Pre-filled External Slave Cylinders and Pre-filled Master Cylinders.
At FTE, our goal is to anticipate the demands of performance-car enthusiasts and respond with
aftermarket products that are both exciting and satisfying. Do you have a need or application
that is unique? Contact us – our team of engineers is always ready to take on a new challenge.
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Cost efficient, fuel efficient, weight reducing:
FTE pioneers the shift from metal to plastic parts
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FTE shifts use of plastics
in transmissions into overdrive
Today’s plastics make up 50 percent of the
volume of new cars but only 10 percent of
the weight, which helps make cars lighter
and more fuel efficient. That’s great news for
manufacturers faced with meeting stringent
new Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFÉ)
standards.
As metal is increasingly replaced by plastic in
under-the-hood applications, more OEMs are
collaborating with FTE to develop innovative
engineered plastic components that reduce
weight, power consumption and production
costs while meeting all industry standards for
performance and reliability.
FTE has more than 25 years of experience
with production of plastic hydraulic and
mechatronic products. FTE’s on-going mission
is to develop electro-hydraulic plastic products
for transmission applications that offer fuel-,
weight- and cost-saving benefits. New products
for drivetrain applications include:
• Gear Shift Actuators or Modules
• Electric Oil Pumps out of thermoplast
and thermoset materials
• Electric or hydraulic cooling oil valves
• Park Lock Actuators
What are the advantages of plastic?
Lightweight – Plastic parts are lighter
than metal parts – from 10-40% lighter than
equivalent metal parts, depending on the
application. That supports OEM goals of
reducing overall vehicle weight, which in turn
reduces the load on suspension and brake
components, translating into improved fuel
economy and performance.
Efficient – Manufacturing efficiency is another
big advantage FTE can deliver. Plastic parts are
generally finished right out of the mold, with
no additional machining or coating necessary.
Similarly, color, anti-oxidant and UV-resistant
properties and other characteristics can be
designed right into the plastic.

And plastic parts can be produced with little or
no waste, so that more dollars end up in the
finished product.
Complex, Integrated Parts – Perhaps most
importantly, engineered plastics allow for
very complex shape creation, which enables
additional features to be integrated seamlessly
into the part. Engineered plastics also allow for
a very streamlined assembly process, since
plastic pieces can be snapped together, laser
welded or otherwise connected without the
need for screws, nuts and bolts or other
separate fastening systems.
FTE’s engineered plastics can deliver all these
benefits while also meeting all industry
requirements for strength and performance.
Pick a Partner With the Right Chemistry
FTE’s engineered plastics are proven to be
strong, durable, corrosion-resistant and able to
withstand high temperatures in harsh engine
environments.

FTE DEVELOPS INDUSTRY’S SMALLEST AND
LIGHTEST DRY SUMP LUBRICATION PUMP
Working closely with Audi, FTE developed a low-pressure, on-demand 20W electro-hydraulic
pump assembly for transmission dry-sump lubrication systems.
EP20 DRY SUMP
LUBRICATION PUMP

FTE’s new EP20 pump features an inexpensive, highly integrated, lightweight centrifugal pump
driven by a surprisingly small and simple one-phase BLDC claw pole motor. The motor can be
switched on and off on demand and provides real-time diagnostics through its integrated LIN
controller to the TCU.
Most of the components are produced from engineered plastic materials, which is highly unusual
considering the application. Weighing up to 50% less compared to conventional pumps, the
EP20 represents the smallest and lightest electro-hydraulic pump assembly currently used in mass
production for automotive transmission applications.
Audi uses the EP20 on its 7-speed Dual-Clutch Transmission found on many of its 2015 model
year vehicles. Up to one million pumps are scheduled for production annually to serve our
customers in all major automotive markets.

“Only our very close partnership with Audi allowed defining technical requirements
to be addressed, which opened the door for this highly innovative, kinetic-type
pump,” says Rainer Leuschke, Engineering Manager – Electro-Hydraulic Shift
Technology. “FTE is investing significant R&D resources for new developments in
plastic electric oil pumps especially to cover the range between 25 and 300W.”
FTE’s extensive experience working with advanced plastics
enables it to design and develop new solutions – and to
verify performance through extensive testing for all loading
and temperature conditions. It’s these processes that
customers rely on to ensure performance and reliability.

If you’re ready to transition components from
metal to plastic, make the conversion easy
and effective by collaborating with a proven
partner with expertise in engineered plastic.
FTE has the in-house expertise to help match
the requirements of your application to the
appropriate plastic materials, with Application
Engineers that specialize in plasticizing various
powertrain components. Our design, testing
and validation processes take into account the
combined effects of time, temperature and
stress when evaluating solutions that meet and
exceed your specific requirements.
The goal is to ensure you receive an effective
alternative to metal components that delivers
design freedom, the elimination of many
secondary operations, and manufacturing
efficiency in addition to potentially significant
weight- and cost-reduction benefits.
For more information on FTE innovation,
visit fte-automotive.com.

“Advances in engineered plastic materials, design and reinforcements
result in components that deliver the same overall performance and
reliability as the metal components they replace,” says Tim Marion,
FTE Director of Engineering, NAFTA. “That includes performance at
all temperatures, including the elevated temperatures found inside
transmissions.”

DEVELOPED FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY. INSTALLED IN THE AFTERMARKET.

Two recent products developed by FTE – the Dry Sump
Lubrication Pump, featured above, and the GSAM (Gear
Shift Actuator Module), featured below – highlight how
FTE successfully collaborates with customers to pioneer
new concepts in the metal-to-plastic transition.

FTE GEAR SHIFT MODULE SETS
NEW BEST-IN-CLASS STANDARDS
FTE also used sophisticated plastic materials in a newly designed gear shift
module for Audi’s 7-speed Dual-Clutch Transmission.
Made of high-performance, long-glass-fiber reinforced polymer materials,
the new gear shift module guarantees high cost efficiency, freedom of
design and resistance to wear over the lifetime of the components and in
high temperature ranges.
FTE’s gear shift module achieves significant weight and cost reductions
compared to previous best-in-class units and has been recognized with
several industry awards, the most recent being the esteemed European
Society of Plastics Engineering “Grand Innovation” award.

2015 PACE AWARD: PRODUCT INNOVATION
2015 PACE AWARD: INNOVATION PARTNERSHIP
2015 SPE AWARD: MOST INNOVATIVE USE OF PLASTICS
2015 SPE AWARD: GRAND INNOVATION

